Carboranethiol-modified gold surfaces. A study and comparison of modified cluster and flat surfaces.
Four different carboranethiol derivatives were used to modify the surfaces of gold nanoparticles and flat gold films. The novel materials engendered from these modifications are extraordinarily stable species with surfaces that support self-assembled monolayers of 1-(HS)-1,2-C2B10H11, 1,2-(HS)2-1,2-C2B10H10, 1,12-(HS)2-1,12-C2B10H10, and 9,12-(HS)2-1,2-C2B10H10, respectively. Surprisingly, characterization of these materials revealed that a number of molecules of the carboranethiol derivatives are incorporated inside the nanoparticles. This structural feature was studied using a number of techniques, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), UV-vis, and IR spectroscopies. Thermal desorption experiments show that carborane molecules detach and leave the nanoparticle surface mostly as 1,2-C2B10H10 isotopic clusters, leaving sulfur atoms bound to the gold surface. The surfaces of both the gold nanoparticles and the flat gold films are densely packed with carboranethiolate units. One carborane cluster molecule occupies an area of six to seven surface gold atoms of the nanoparticle and eight surface gold atoms of the flat film. XPS data showed that molecules of 1,12-(HS)2-1,12-C2B10H10 bind to the flat gold surface with only half of the thiol groups due to the steric demands of the icosahedral carborane skeleton. Electrochemical measurements indicate complete coverage of the modified gold surfaces with the carboranethiol molecules.